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Abstract. We present a model which allows for the self-consistent determination of the 
stationary group III and V concentrations in the droplet and the contact angle versus the group 
III and V fluxes during the Au-catalyzed vapor-liquid-solid growth of III-V nanowires. The 
nanowire axial growth rate in the mononuclear regime is taken in the Zeldovich form. 
Chemical potentials of the group III and V atoms in liquid are considered within the regular 
solution model. We show how the group III content and the droplet contact angle can be 
increased be either decreasing group V flux or increasing group III flux. The group V 
concentration usually decreases for higher contact angles. Overall, these results can be used 
for modeling and fine tuning of the droplet shapes and compositions influencing the 
morphology and the preferred crystal structure of Au-catalyzed III-V nanowires in different 
epitaxy techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) and in particular III-V NWs grown by the vapor-liquid-
solid (VLS) method are widely considered as promising building blocks for fundamental 
nanoscience and nanotechnology [1, 2]. It has been known for a long time that the contact 
angle of an Au-III-V alloy catalyzing the VLS growth of III-V NW may affect its growth rate 
and morphology [3]. More recently, it has been found that the preferred crystal structure of 
most III-V NWs can be tuned by the growth conditions between the zinc blende (ZB) and 
wurtzite (WZ) phase, and is largely influenced by the droplet composition and contact angle 
[4-6]. Furthermore, in situ growth monitoring reveals the possibility of forming truncated 
growth interface. Truncation is absent at smaller contact angles and present at larger contact 
angles [7, 8]. III-V NWs catalyzed by smaller contact angle droplets usually show planar 
growth interface and the WZ structure, changing to truncated interface and the ZB structure 
when the contact angle is increased above a certain threshold [8]. The droplet composition is 
also important for understanding and controlling the VLS growth of ternary III-V NWs and 
their axial heterostructures in connection with the droplet stability issue [9, 10].   

Due to a high volatility of the arsenic and phosphorous growth species, the droplet 
composition is actually determined by the III/V ratio. The composition can be tuned simply 
by changing the atomic fluxes of the group V and III elements, as in Refs. [8, 9]. It is 
intuitively clear that higher V/III flux ratios should yield smaller droplets and lower group III 
concentrations, while lower V/III ratios should lead to a droplet swelling due to its higher 
group III content. However, quantitative description of the droplet shape and composition 
versus fluxes seems to be lacking in the literature. Consequently, here we present a self-
consistent model, which describes the droplet composition in Au-catalyzed III-V NWs, 
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including the group V concentration, in the most common case of mononuclear nucleation-
limited VLS growth [5].   

 
2. Model  
We define the atomic concentrations of different atoms in a ternary Au-III-V droplet 
according to )/( 53 Auii NNNNc ++=  for i  = group III (3), group V (5) and Au, with iN  as 
the number of atoms of type i  dissolved in the droplet. We will use the condition 15 <<c  in 
what follows. Then the droplet volume depends only on the sum of the group III and gold 
atoms so that )3/()(3

3 LAu fRNN Ω=+ βπ , with LΩ  as the elementary volume in liquid and 
]sin)cos1/[()cos2)(cos1()( βββββ ++−=f  as the geometrical function relating the 

volume of spherical cap to the cube of its base R  through the contact angle β . Assuming a 
constant NW radius constR = , the group III concentration and the contact angle are related 
as  
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Therefore, finding 3c  as a function of β requires only one measurement of the group III 
concentration and the corresponding contact angle, say, 0c  and 0β , as in Ref. [10]. This 
relationship is shown in Fig. 1 assuming 0c =0 at 0β =90o.   

Kinetic equations governing the time evolution of 3N and 5N  are given by [11, 12]  
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Here, iv are the atomic fluxes for =i 3 and 5, iχ summarize the geometrical growth 
effects, and SΩ  is the elementary volume per III-V pair in solid (0.0452 nm3 for GaAs). The 
desorption rate for the group V atoms is taken proportional to )2exp( 5µ  for As2 or P2 vapor, 
as in Refs. [12, 13], with 5µ  as chemical potential of the group V atoms in liquid and 0

5v  as 
the temperature-dependent desorption constant. The axial NW growth rate G  is a function of 
the liquid-solid chemical potential difference per III-V pair, 0

3553 µµµµ −+=∆ , with 3µ  as 
chemical potential of the group III atoms in liquid and 0

35µ  as the reference value of chemical 
potential for a III-V pair in solid [14]. In the first equation, we take into account the arrival 
rate of the group III atoms and their sink due to the NW growth, while the second equation 
additionally describes the group V desorption. The sink ( )G µ− ∆  should be identical for both 
types of atoms to ensure that solid is stoichiometric, and actually regardless of the particular 
form of the )( µ∆∆G  dependence.   

According to the current view [2, 5, 6, 12, 13], the VLS growth of NWs in 
mononuclear, yielding the )( µ∆G dependence of the form 
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with h  as the height of III-V monolayer (0.326 nm for <111>-oriented GaAs NWs). The 
simplified expression in the right hand side neglects weak pre-exponential factors with respect 
to the extremely steep exponential term in the Zeldovich nucleation rate )( µ∆J , as usual in 
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nucleation theory [15, 16]. In the particular case of Au-catalyzed III-V NWs, this result 
follows from Ref. [17]. The *J  factor in Eq. (3) summarizes these almost constant terms. 

The A  constant under the Zeldovich exponent is given by [17] 
hTkA SBeff Ω= 22/3 )/(3 γ , (4) 

with effγ  as the effective surface (or edge) energy of regular triangle island, T  as the growth 
temperature and Bk  as the Boltzmann constant. For all VLS systems, the A  value must be 
much larger than unity – otherwise, the islands cannot be stable against thermal fluctuations.   
 

 
Fig. 1. Group III concentration versus the droplet contact angle for 0c =0 at 0β =90o. 

 
Chemical potentials in liquid can be described within the regular solution model [14]  
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Here, 0
iµ are chemical potentials of pure liquids and ikω are the binary interaction 

constants of i and k atoms in liquid, in thermal units of Tk B . The approximate expressions in 
the right hand sides corresponds to the approximation 05 →c , which does not much change 
the chemical potential values due to the smallness of 5c . Very importantly, in this 
approximation 3µ  becomes independent of 5c  as noticed earlier Ref. [13], while 5µ  contains 
only the material-independent logarithmic dependence on 5c . 

The stationary ( 0/3 =dtdN ) solution to Eq. (2) for the group III atoms yields 

33)( vG χµ =∆ . Using this in Eq. (2), chemical potential of the group V atoms in the droplet is 
obtained as [13]    
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Using this 5µ  in the approximate Eq. (6), we get the group V concentration in the form  
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55 µvk des = . On the other hand, using Eq. (7) in the stationary Eq. (2) for the 

group III atoms along with the approximate Eq. (3) yields  
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and 0
35µ∆  as the liquid-solid chemical potential difference for pure materials.    

Considering that A , desk5 , *J , 0
35µ∆  and ikω  are known, Eqs. (8) to (11) give explicitly 

the stationary compositions 3c  and 5c  versus fluxes. Indeed, the contact angle is related to 3c  
according to Eq. (2) and the iχ  are the known functions of β . In metal organic vapor phase 
epitaxy (MOVPE) or hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE), we have simply 

)cos1/(253 βχχ +== . In molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the iχ  are given by the 
expressions of Ref. [18] and depend on the flux incident angles, with the simplest case being 

βχχ 2
53 sin/1==  (this requires large enough droplets). The diffusion-induced radius-

dependent contributions [19] for the group III adatoms may also be taken into account in 3χ . 
Hence, the 3c  versus fluxes is obtained from Eqs. (10) and (11), which are independent of 5c . 
Using the obtained 3c versus fluxes in Eqs. (8) and (9), we in turn get explicitly 5c  versus 
fluxes. 

 
3. Results and discussion 
As a general observation, the 3v  and 5v  fluxes enter differently the stationary Eq. (10), which 
is why the stationary droplet composition (as well as its non-stationary variation at after the 
flux tuning) is not a function of the V/III flux ratio 35 / vv  or the V/III flux imbalance 

3355 vv χχ − . Another observation is that the )( 3cF  in Eq. (11) increases with increasing 3c  
when 03 <Auω , which is why lower 3355 vv χχ −  in Eq. (10) require larger 3c , corresponding 
to larger droplets. This explains the droplet swelling with decreasing the V/III influx 
imbalance. Very importantly, Eq. (8) shows that VLS III-V NWs cannot grow at all, when 

3355 vv χχ −  is negative, because of the group V desorption, which is always present. The 
stationary group V concentration decreases for lower 3355 vv χχ − , that is, we should normally 
expect lower group V atoms in larger droplets (which might seem counter-intuitive at first 
glance). 

We have performed calculations in the MOVPE (or HVPE) case 
3 5[ 2 / (1 cos )]χ χ β= = +  without surface diffusion of the group III adatoms, for GaAs NWs 

at 500 oC. Other parameters are listed I Table 1. The composition-independent binary 
interaction constants ikω  and the 0

GaAsµ∆  value are based on the data of Ref. [20]. It is seen 
that even a relatively low value of effγ  of 0.25 J/m2 yields a large A  of 41.6. This justifies the 
approximation made in Eq. (3), that is, leaving only the leading exponential dependence of 
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the Zeldovich nucleation rate on µ∆ . Figure 2 shows the expected increase of the droplet 
contact angle with decreasing 35 vv − . It is interesting to note that the droplet shape is less 
sensitive to the V/III flux imbalance at high 35 vv − , while the droplet swelling becomes very 
fast as the imbalance approaches zero. In the absence of surface diffusion, smaller NW radii 
yield larger contact angles and consequently Ga contents. Increasing 3v  at a fixed 35 vv −  
leads to a very significant increase of the contact angle, showing that the droplet shape and 
composition is not determined by the sole parameter 35 vv − , but also depend on the absolute 
value of 3v . 

 
Table 1. Parameters used in calculations for GaAs NWs at 500 oC. 

GaAsω  GaAuω  AsAuω  0
GaAsµ∆  effγ , J/m2 A  

des
Ask , nm/s *J , 1/nm2s 

-4.488 -9.517 1.101 11.80 0.196 41.6 30 000 10 000 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Contact angle of the Au-Ga-As droplet versus the V/III flux difference 35 vv −  at 
R  =  20, 40, and 80 nm. The solid and dashed lines correspond to 3v = 0.5 nm/s and 1.5 nm/s, 

respectively. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Arsenic concentration versus the droplet contact angle at R = 20, 40, and 80 nm.  
The solid and dashed lines correspond to 3v = 0.5 nm/s and 1.5 nm/s, respectively. 
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Figure 3 shows the As concentration versus the droplet contact angle for the same 
parameters as in Fig. 2.  

The As content decreases with increasing the contact angle or, equivalently, the gallium 
content in the droplet. This can be very important for understanding the oscillatory behavior 
of truncated growth interface in III-V NWs [7, 8] in connection with the so-called stopping 
effect which becomes more probable for lower As concentrations [21]. The droplets have less 
As atoms for larger radii NWs, as found previously in the case of Ga-catalyzed VLS growth 
[12]. This effect is due to the presence of the 2Rπ  factor in the mononuclear axial growth rate, 
requiring lower arsenic concentrations for the same G . Higher group III fluxes yield larger 

5c for the same contact angle. This again might seem counter-intuitive. However, depositing 
more Ga requires that its consumption is also faster, corresponding to higher As concentration 
for the same Ga content in the droplet to increase the chemical potential. 

In conclusion, our model is capable of quantitatively describing the droplet composition 
and contact angle versus the material fluxes in the VLS growth of Au-catalyzed III-V NWs 
under the stationary conditions. Our discussion was phrased in terms of MOVPE or HVPE 
growth. Modeling of MBE growth can be performed using the same approach but with 
different geometrical factors and including surface diffusion of the group III adatoms along 
the NW sidewalls. The next step will be studying the time-dependent shapes and 
compositions following the flux tuning. Overall, these results may be useful for understanding 
and controlling the droplet compositions influencing the morphology and polytypism of VLS 
III-V NWs grown by different epitaxy techniques.  
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